
Sermon for Second Day of Rosh Hashanah 

Life is a Balancing Act 
 
  
In between our two weddings this summer and our three weeks in Israel, we 
celebrated Orli's fourth birthday in the beginning of August. We were at Orli 

and Elana and Chanan and her new sisters' Meytal and Dalia's house in 
Pikesville Maryland for her birthday party on August 4th. After we all 

enjoyed some of her ice cream birthday cake, Orli went out back with her 

newest aunt Gena to play on her trampoline. Gena went to Penn State on a 
gymnastics scholarship so she was a natural on the trampoline. 

 
 Others in the family were calling out requests to Gena do this trick or that. I 

was just taken watching Gena jump up and down with perfect posture and 
rhythm on the trampoline and not doing what I would do so naturally, falling 

on my _______, derriere, it somehow sounds so much better in French. 
 

 Gena was perfectly balanced. Orli was doing great bouncing up and down 
but periodically finding herself on her toosh. I requested no other tricks 

because I saw Gena's balance as the greatest trick of all. There was a 
beauty to the physical act and the metaphor it represented. I watched and 

thought if we could all only live our lives in such a balanced way and not too 
often fall on our tooshes, we'd be ok. 

 

 I found myself thinking of balance as one of the great ingredients of the 
successful life and began thinking about addressing this topic during this 

season. I have to admit, I am a most imperfect person to speak on this 
subject. I have never been able to even balance my check book. I used to 

try and it never came out to the penny, never came close to the dollar so I 
became an impressionistic money manager. If I had the impression I had 

the money, I would go for it. For many years, my life was totally out of 
balance. That is before I met Janie. I am still working on balance in our 

lives. 
 

 A not so widely known fact is that the zodiac plays a significant role in 
Jewish lore. Go back fifteen centuries in Israel to the mosaic floor of the Bet 

Alpha synagogue and you will find a beautiful portrayal of the Zodiac on the 
floor. My birthday for example, which was this past Sunday on September 

21 falls in Virgo on the cusp of Libra. As long as our New Year is not early all 

or part of the High Holy Days comes out in Libra. Libra, for those of you (two 
or three of you) who took Latin in High School know means weighing scales. 

The picture of Libra is a figure holding the scales. 



It might be the scales of justice. It might be the scales of balance. Life is 

lived best when the two receptacles are not like a see-saw, one high and one 
low but about on the same plane, valued with about equal weight. 

 
 In your life: One side is the scale of work, the other is the scale of leisure - 

how balanced are they? Balance by the way doesn't necessitate an equation 
of 50-50. The Torah says we work six days and rest on Shabbat. That is the 

balance. That's how the scale is calibrated. The two big Es. One side is the 
scale of eating, the other is the scale of exercise - how balanced or 

imbalanced are they? 
 

 One is the scale of anger, criticism, disappointment, resentment, the 
negative emotions. The other is the scale of happiness, praise, appreciation, 

gratitude. The positive emotions. The calibration here should include much, 
much more of the positive. One side of the scale is our lives lived in the 

secular world just like others. The other side of the scale is our lives lived 

particularly in the Jewish world. Being here today helps form that balance. 
 

 One side of the scale is focused on me- Hillel himself said "If I am not for 
me who will be for me" the other side of the scale is me focused outward 

towards others as Hillel also said "If I am only for myself, what am I?" 
 

 One side is the scale of planning for, investing in, waiting for tomorrow and 
the other side is enjoying today, not only focusing on the destination but 

enjoying the journey, savoring this moment. 
 

 How in balance am I? And......What in my life throws me out of balance? 
What consumes me? What is in need of balance because right now I keep 

falling on my _______and its getting harder and harder to just get up. 
 

 The great Jewish philosopher and physician, Maimonides would talk about 
the הזהב שביל the golden path or the middle path. That golden path avoids 

extremes and embraces a passionate moderate approach to life. It doesn't 

sound so exciting but I would like to best describe myself as a passionate 
moderate.I was talking to someone this year whose son I know fairly well 

and whom I admire much. The father said "yeh, he is a great kid (in his late 
fifties) but he's such a liberal. And then he said "and I'm to the right of Attila 

de hun." Maybe that's the problem. When you're to the right of Atilla, the 
whole world seems too liberal. 

  

 We see all too clearly what extremism and zealotry is doing to the world 
today, especially in the Middle East. Take the middle path. We see what 

happens when extremism mixes with religion and what hatred it produces. 
In religion I choose the passionately moderate path again. Maimonides, in 



addition to being a great philosopher and scholar of Jewish law was a 

physician and became chief physician to the Sultan in Egypt. With all of the 
diets out on the market today, in those days there was the Maimonides diet 

which still makes sense today. 
 

 His dietary prescription was to eat until you were 75 % full. So how do you 
know when you are 75% full. Many eat until they say "I'm stuffed. I couldn't 

eat another thing and open a notch on the belt. Maimonides did not know 
empirically that what is ingested takes about twenty minutes to reach the 

hypothalamus, the seat of satiation in the brain, but he advised that we eat 
slower rather than fast. Stuffed is imbalanced. 75% full is the perfect 

picture. Exercise and exercise in moderation. 
 

 Technology, which I love in general, has also taken our lives out of balance. 
. When you are waiting all night in line so you can have the newest iPhone 

six on its very first day, you're out of balance. I am happy with my iPhone 5 

for now but I do want to get the new Apple watch as soon as it comes out. I 
have calculated how many hours you need to read your e-mail and answer 

those you must, keep up with face book and post now and then so you don't 
seem anti-sociable to all your dearest 400 friends, follow the great thinkers 

on twitter and tweet a bit and this is all without any real live human contact. 
It takes more than our waking hours in a day. 

 
 Our lives are out of balance. 

I read an article in the Israeli press about our inability to handle any down 
time, quiet time. And so the writer mentioned what we do when we are in 

line in the supermarket or what I do when I am waiting for my Grande de 
caf caramel frappuccino at Starbucks. We take out our cell phones and check 

e-mail or messages because the sixty seconds of unoccupied time is 
impossible. I was waiting at a red light last week and the gal who pulled up 

next to me was smoking with one hand, texting with her other hand and 

driving with out her head. I was amazed at how talented one person could 
be. So what are we to do? 

 
 Some of the best companies in America want to restore a balance. They are 

telling their employees and executives not to do work related e-mail after a 
certain time, 5:00 or 7:00 or 8:00pm. And if you do send an e-mail, you 

have no right to expect a response until the next day. Studies show that 
those who refrain from constantly being in a work mode, who live a more 

balanced life are more productive when they are actually working full 
throttle. They are more creative because they are living balanced lives. They 

spend some time thinking outside of the work box. Some companies are 
almost demanding that their employees and executives take a certain 



amount of time off a year both to recharge and to have experiences that 

balance their lives at work. Life is a balancing act. 
 

 Our whole planet is out of balance and we are paying for it. We already see 
the disastrous results in so many ways. More and more severe snowfalls , 

more deadly droughts, more storms, more melting and all of this in the 
extremes that we have never seen before. Only extremists in denial can 

deny the reality of what is happening to our planet; of what we are doing to 
G-d's planet. 

 
 There is natural gas and oil that has been discovered within the United 

States. Cities in the rust belt are coming back because new factories and 
plants are being built to mine and transport the fuels. Tom Friedman writes 

that with this great discovery, we could actually cause a reduction in the 
price of oil throughout the world and that would have a far greater impact on 

Putin than any of the sanctions we have leveled so far. The big question 

though is whether we will rely totally on these welcomed vast reserves of 
fossil fuels or will we use this time and revenue to continue to develop 

reusable energy sources of sun and wind, reduce consumption and reduce 
the carbon we emit into the environment. 

 
 Take a balanced approach of fossil and renewable and conservation. It is 
the הזהב שביל the golden path that will save our planet and save us and our 

children and grandchildren. 

 This is the day for us to think deeply about our lives, our relationships and 

the world in which we live. The more balanced we are, the more we take 
that golden path of moderation, the greater the quality of our lives. 

We pray for another year, to add to the quantity of our lives. We are then to 
work on the quality of our lives, to live as best we can. 

 
  

To you, and all those you love, G'mar Hatimah Tovah! 
 


